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prostate and has long been a widespread phenomenon attested in all high civilizations. At
the same time it has in the course of the centuries been strongly conditioned by
the attitudes of the host society toward homosexual behavior. By prostitution is meant a sexual relationship in which one partner is paid by the other to perform a specific act or set of acts on a particular occasion. The prostitute may himself be the employee of a service that arranges the encounter and collects a portion of the fee, or may simply be an entrepreneur whose clandestine income is more often than not unreported to the tax collector.
Because of the legal and social stigma attaching to homosexuality itself, only rarely in modern times has the state power attempted to regulate and control male prostitution (" hustling"). By contrast, heterosexual prostitution has in some countries been the object of rigorous police measures intended not just to prevent the phenomenon from becoming a public nuisance, but also to inhibit the spread of disease and to hinder the movement of prostitutes across national or state boundaries (the so-called "white slave trade").
History. Over the centuries, prostitution has taken three forms: guest prostitution, sacred prostitution, and commercial prostitution. The ancient world was familiar with the second category as both male and female hierodules p lied their trade at the shrines of the deities of paganism. The kadesh of the Bible sold his sexual favors in the service of Ishtar, to the scandal and outrage of the priests of the cult of Yahweh who branded the practice an "abomination." A large measure of the condemnation of sexuality in the Old Testament stems from the association of orgiastic sexual activity with the rites of Semitic polytheism.
In ancient Greece cities such as Corinth were famed for the extent of their commercialized erotic life, just as today resort towns are a prime source of business for the hustler encountering clients in search of sexual pleasures as part of a vacation. Prostitutes were usually either slaves or freedmen, the free citizen who sold his body to other males incurred loss of civic rights [atimia]. In Athens